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T I X O F F I C E … solid wood craftsmanship
Designer and architect Dante Bonuccelli knows exactly how to translate the fascination and naturalness of “solid wood”
into a new design language. The result is the TIX Ofﬁce - a new furniture concept that unites functional and aesthetic
considerations at the highest level of the corporate environment. This program offers both standard units, as well as, a
complete CUSTOM approach to meet speciﬁcation requirements. CUSTOM orders may be as simple as dimensional
changes to tops, or could be as complex as different case conﬁgurations or complete custom units.
Utilizing “solid wood” and all of its richness creates the basis for the initial attraction to this unique furniture. Each top
is made from one tree and its character shines through the varnish or the optional oil ﬁnish as if it was a one of a kind
painting. Every table is different and unique according to the individual tree used to create the solid wood boards that
are placed together by the wood artisan. The planking effect, shown below, is normal in all solid wood furniture.
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TIX OFFICE…
the concept of
the corporate work environment

Dante’s concept of the typical corporate
executive work environment is focused
on three distinctive segments. The three
segments are comprised of 1) Meeting, 2)
Working, and 3) Computer Support. These
segments are designed to connect according
to the exact work support desired by the
executive. In addition, the unique wedgeshaped tops allow for one-, two-, or threepiece tops to be offered to accommodate these
three segments of work.
Three standard sizes are offered in each table
conﬁguration, however, custom sizes and shapes
are also available in all desks. Contact the
factory with custom speciﬁcations.
The name for this collection is derived from
the creative design of the support units for
the solid wood surfaces. Extruded aluminum
legs that complete the ends of the desks
form the “T.” The blade plates that support
conference and storage units form the “I.”
And, the extruded aluminum legs used under
all of the desks create the “X.”

large photo, left to right: Two-piece, Meet/Work Wedge
Desk - Walnut wood, Base Case - TIX- Deep Grey paint
- with Electrical/Data Connecting Element, and four unit
Sideboard with optional End Box/File Units - TIX- Deep
Grey paint. Lucid Chair Series shown.

small photo, left to right: Freestanding Base Case - Walnut
wood, three-piece, Meet/Work/Computer Wedge Desk Walnut wood, and six unit Sideboard with optional End
Box/File Units - Walnut wood
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T I X O F F I C E … desking features and options

Many options are available for the Wedge Desks that support the
executive environment. The Base Case, Return Top, or Lowboard
may be ordered with the Wedge Desk. The Base Case may be
speciﬁed attached or freestanding. When attached, it may have
two options of connecting — Connecting Element with no hole in
top, or Electrical/Data Connecting Element with top access panel
for power/data unit. In the base case, the top drawer has an interior
form with slots for storing pens, clips, etc. The second box drawer
has metal dividers that may be adjusted, and the bottom ﬁle drawer
holds both letter and legal hanging ﬁle folders.
To manage wires, a Cable Shoe may be placed anywhere along the
top of the desk to feed wires under table to the optional Cable
Duct running beneath the table.
All Return Tops are connected to the desk and may use T-legs
or a connected Base Case as support. The Lowboard will always be
connected to the top.

page 5 photo: Two-piece, Work/Computer Wedge Desk - Elm wood,
Base Case - TIX-Deep Grey paint - with Electrical/Data Connecting Element
page 6 photo: Two-piece, Meet/Work Wedge Desk - Walnut wood,
Base Case - TIX-Deep Grey paint - with Electrical/Data Connecting Element
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Base Case connected to Wedge Desk with Electrical/Data Connecting Element

Electrical/Data Connecting Element
for attaching the Base Case

Top box drawer of Base Case

Box and ﬁle drawers of Base Case

Base Case attached to Wedge Desk no hole in desk surface

Cable Shoe to feed wires under table
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T I X O F F I C E … rectangle desks and lowboards

The Rectangle Desks are offered with a single “I” leg and are always connected to a Lowboard.
The Lowboard is available in two or three module units and supports storage, computer, or printing needs.
To accommodate power and data, the optional Side Electrical Box may be attached to the side of the desk
to handle power or data needs from the Rectangle Desk or the Lowboard.
Three standard sizes of Rectangle Desks are available, however, custom sizes are also available.
Contact the factory with custom speciﬁcations.

page 7 photo: Rectangle Desk connected to Lowboard with Side Electrical Box - Sycamore wood
page 8 inset photo: Side Electrical Box
page 8 photo: Three module Lowboard connected to Rectangle Desk - working side - Sycamore wood
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large photo: Single Conference Table, Small Tray Panel, six module
Highboard - Elm shown
inset photo: Large Tray Panel
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T I X C O N F E R E N C E … solid wood meeting

The new technologies of communication, however ingenious
they can be, can never take the place of a direct personal
meeting, the handshake between business people, face-to-face
discussions, or the exploration of personalities with all of one’s
senses. This is why the conference table, as part of the overall
image one creates, is an item of furniture that communicates the
authenticity and value of the company. The TIX Conference
Tables satisfy high standards in every way with their solid wood
beauty and at the same time comply efﬁciently with all essential
technical speciﬁcations.
Optional aluminum Tray Panel (large or small) may be ordered
to hold projectors, water glasses, etc.
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T I X O F F I C E … single or double conference tables in solid wood

The special design feature of these conference tables stems from the fact that there are two separate tops in each solid
wood table. The center opening allows for a Plug Box for electrical/data to sit and to slide along the top for access. Steel
rods are positioned between the two tops allowing the tops to be pulled apart to drop wires into the Horizontal Wire Cable
Duct. Wires may be managed to the ﬂoor by a Vertical Cable Duct that attaches to the “I” leg blade.
Three sizes are available in the single and double conference tables, however, custom sizes and shapes are also available in all
conference tables. Contact the factory with custom speciﬁcations.

photo above: Single Conference Table with Plug Box, Walnut wood
photo below: Double Conference Table, Elm wood
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photo above: Single Conference Table with Plug Box, Walnut wood. Lucid 22 Chairs shown.
photo below: Detail of steel leg and cross beam structure
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T I X S T O R A G E … c l e a n storage
The TIX Ofﬁce Program offers a variety of freestanding storage
units available as Base Cases (shown on page 6), Sideboards,
Highboards, Slideboards, and Mediaboards. These cases may
be speciﬁed in solid wood or in TIX Painted Finishes that add a
different level of price points, see below. The interior of the cases
are always Deep Grey unless the case is painted, then the interior
will match the outside paint.
The front doors or drawers are solid anodized aluminum with routed
ﬁnger pulls in cases. A Central Locking Mechanism is standard on
all units with single barrel lock.
Optional Finished Back Panels are also available. Legs are
constructed of anodized aluminum blades that again form “I” legs.

All storage units may be ordered with TIX Painted ﬁnishes on cases.

TIX-Antique White
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TIX-Black

TIX-Deep Grey

TIX STORAGE…sideboard
Sideboards are offered in three, four, and ﬁve module
units at 29 5/8" tall and 18 1/8" deep. Optional Box/
File Units may be ordered on each end of the case, or
Interior Box/File Units may be placed behind one or
all of the doors on the Sideboard.

top photo: Optional Interior Box/File Drawer behind end door
center large photo: Five module Sideboard, TIX-Deep Grey paint
center small photo: Optional Box/File Units replacing end doors

T I X S T O R A G E … highboard
Highboards are offered in four, ﬁve, and six module
units at 37 1/2" tall and 18 1/8" deep. Optional Box/
File Units may be ordered on each end of the case
replacing one or two doors. Interior Box/File Units
may be placed behind one or two doors.
bottom photo: Six module Highboard, Elm wood
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T I X S T O R A G E … slideboard

Slideboards are available in two lengths at 29 1/2"
tall and 18 1/8" deep. The two sliding panels are
constructed of anodized solid aluminum and veneer
to match the solid wood case. The interior of the case
will include an adjustable shelf on each side, and will
be Deep Grey unless the case is painted, then the
interior will match the painted case.
Interior Box/File Units may be placed behind each
door. A central locking device will lock both doors
and the barrel lock is located on the right side of the
case. Solid aluminum back panels are also offered as
an option.

top small photo: Veneer and aluminum door of Slideboard
center small photo: Aluminum door slide to reveal interior
bottom small photo: Both doors sliding
bottom photo: Small Slideboard, Walnut wood
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T I X S T O R A G E … mediaboard

Mediaboards are offered as a standard storage unit that will hold
media components. The back is perforated for ventilation and
the interior has adjustable shelves. Two case sizes are available
in either a four door or a ﬁve door unit at 33 1/2" high and
20 1/2" deep.
An optional Lift Mechanism is offered to conceal
up to two plasma units. It is placed behind the
Mediaboard unit and creates the appearance
of one unit.
A block-out glass is placed over the plasmas to
conceal everything but the viewing area. Model
number(s) of the television(s) being used must be submitted
when ordering so the black area on the glass may be speciﬁcally
made for the order. An open area may also be speciﬁed for the
use of a camera for video conferencing.
top photo: Four door Mediaboard with optional Lift Mechanism - two plasmas and
one video camera in lift, Walnut wood
bottom photo: Four door Mediaboard with no lift, Walnut wood
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T I X B E N C H E S … solid wood seating

As an extra element in the “solid wood” story, an
extraordinary bench is offered in four sizes. This bench has
solid wood boards that are routed and then slid onto the steel
legs. The joint allows for the wood to move according to
moisture content. All three woods are offered - Elm,
Sycamore, and Walnut.

page 17 photo: 47 1/4" Bench, Elm wood
top photo: 70 7/8" Bench, Walnut wood
bottom photo: 94 1/2" Bench, Elm wood
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Davis Furniture Industries, Inc.
2401 South College Drive
PO Box 2065
High Point, NC 27261-2065
TEL 3 3 6 8 8 9 2 0 0 9
FAX 3 3 6 8 8 9 0 0 3 1
mail@davisfurniture.com
www.davisfurniture.com

Designed by Dante Bonuccelli
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